
#3 Smart Meter Commission Presentation

Good evening ladies and gentlemen and commission members. Thank you for allowing me the
opportunity to speak this evening. Mr. Fulton, thank you for your communication. A special thank you to

the commission for your time and visit to Trail.

I am Gary Westbury, my wife and I have been 35+ year residents of Rossland. I am a retired Teck

Electrician of 35yrs also. We are here tonight to share information on the logistics of in todav's words,

the Smart Meter, more specifically with Fortis, AMI, - Advanced Metering Infrastructure.

lstly, I would like to acknowledge those folks that have brought this subject to light locally. I felt a sense

of frustration by some of these folks in that people aren't paying attention, but know that your efforts

have been noted and I, personally, thank you!!

I became interested after seeing a poster in Roger's store sharing something like: say no to Smart

Meters. Upon some questions and answers, a social gathering with folks and guest facilitator Curtis

Bennett I have become very interested. Mr. Bennett's information caused me to follow up on some

areas of interest and to also do some of my own EMF, RF, interference checks. Not scientific, but still

enough to get my attention. (avalanche beacon advised not to use around cell phone and short wave

radio - found very significant interference around incoming cable receiver and cordless phone home

base in receiving mode)

Several hours have been spent on the internet attempting to educate myself with AMI, Smart Meters,

EMF & RFfrequencies and health issues. I have had conversations with several colleges about the smart

meter and have come away surprised they didn't have a whole lot or anything to share with me. For me,

they were unaware, unconcerned this program was being implemented.

Personally, I shared similar feelings until further knowledge was gained on what is happening. I am

trying to get a clearer understanding of the many issues. To this point I don't like what I am learning. At

this time, I feel I have some qualifications speaking on the actual meter installation. My issues come

with very substandard professionalism upon dealing with customers and the physical meter change out.

I would like to comment on the new meters with a question. From my knowledge and experience as an

electrician I was not to connect any device into the system that was not CSA ( Canadian Standards

Association) or ULC (Underwriters Laboratories of Canada) approved. I understand the power
authorities like, BC Hydro, Fortis BC, may have their own Power of Authority that may be equivalent to

CSAor ULC. I have not seen a CSAor ULC stamp on these new meters. Are they CSA, ULC approved or do

they fall under some other power of approval?? I would like an answer - thank you.
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1. Customer Notification:

It appears meter replacement is viewed by the power utility similar to a power failure. With the

view point it doesn't matter whether a customer is home or not. Power failures don't know if

folks are home or not.
In my electrical experience, however, if I was showing up to change out a major electrical

apparatus, informing the customer was a main priority, an act of respect and professionalism.

Infringing on peoples areas of comfort, be it their home and property, showing up unannounced

in the USA the worker may be greeted with a gun.

If the power utility is being met with mistrust, I wonder why?????

Come on, this is Canada, I repeat, Canada!!!!!

Show some respect. Communication works, it might take some effort!!!!!!!

2. Meter change out:

- In light of mysterious fires with focus appearing on the smart meters, why would the utility

not want to do the procedure safely? Has the utility, or contractor considered the repercussions

of an injured worker, an electrical fault or failure??????? (mainly, injured families)

A qualification for my question on the validity of the new meters approval a moment ago.

- A certified electrician would want to speak with the customer to ensure there is minimal to no

load prior to pulling and installing the meter for his and customer's safety.

- The meter change out practises I have seen on u-tube are not safe. There is a load on the

circuit prior to the meter being disconnected which causes arching and equipment damage. ( oh

yes, a u-tube video of an irate customer replacing the smart meter back to analog with leather

dress gloves and a load on the circuit.)

- I did not see any inspection carried out on the meter base for possible electrical failure or

electrical soundness.

- My experience has been in many cases removing and installing meters and similar equipment.

A simple removal/install does not usually happen without some malfunction. Example:

sometimes the meter gets hung up X way out or in, now the removal/install actually happens 2

or more times, increasing the risk exponentially if a load is present.

My experience tells me there is a very high possibility this is cause for electrical fault, a fire, a

meter failure, or most seriously, an injured worker. Think about that!!!!

Some internet searches revealed: Findings: Texas - July 2011- 4859 smart meters installed -----------

----- July 2011-1177 smart meters were replaced under warranty. Close enough to a 24 %
failure/malfunction rate.



I ask us all to become more vigilant of what is happening around us and put more thought into how each

is serving us, in the present and the long term.

There are prices and benefits to everything!!!!!! Let's be sure no benefits lead to prices we can't afford

to pay!!!!

Thank you




